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Welcome to the metal world of POWER! 

Founded by guitarist and songwriter Daniel Dalley in 1994 POWER is inspired by 

the likes of Megadeth, King Diamond, Cacophony and cinematic horror movie film 

scores. POWER music is based around visual Apocalyptic lyrical themes driven by 

"in your face" pounding metal music with soaring vocals and guitars with occasional 

haunting keys. Vocals are handled by acclaimed metal singer Alan Tecchio known for 

his past work with the bands Watchtower and Hades (amomg others), as he offers 

some of his best and most inspired work to date on these new POWER recordings. 

 

Daniel Dalley first gained international recognition with his solo album release (also 

called Power) in the early '90s which was distributed internationally (which later 

went on to be released in Japan through King Records). That recognition and also 

with a new "band" demo circulating called POWER "Fire of GOD", got the attention 

in 1994 of the then European record label RTN and offered Daniel to release his 

music with his band/project now called POWER.  

 

1995 saw the release of POWER's debut album "Justice of Fire" in Europe through 

(now defunct) RTN Records and also in Asia through SONY Records to much critical 

acclaim. POWER played the Belgian metal festival "Via-Rock" and also headlined 

their own European tour later that year. Regretably however, twists and turns of the 

"music business" side of things and personally Daniel was on a professional path 

outside of music..That is, until now.  

 

Fast forward to today; "Justice of Fire" has now been totally re-recorded with a fresh, 

inspired and heavier performance, sound and production. Daniel is also psyched 

about the future of POWER and the new music in the works, stating.."I have 

accomplished some things previously with POWER, but there are SO many people 

who haven't heard the songs or stylings of POWER's songs and style before. Also I 

have never been so inspired in writing new POWER music and have hundreds of new 

song ideas that I can't wait for the release of the "Justice.." album so I can bring the 

world so much more new metal! I feel like now is the time to emerge with the music of 

POWER in a big bombastic way. I think the metal world is ready for the style of 

POWER more than ever right now." 

 

Contact: 

Daniel Dalley/POWER – PO Box #2163, Edison,NJ 08818, USA 

email: daniel@daniel-dalley.com 
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